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JumpTV clarifies TV Desi distribution rights
Plainview, NY – June 14, 2010 – JumpTV
International FZ-LLC (“JumpTV”) has been recently
informed that SoundView Broadcasting LLC
(“SoundView”) published a notice dated June 9th,
2010 in Thikana claiming itself to be the only authorized distributor of NTV, RTV, Ekushey TV,
Banglavision, Channel 1 and DeshTV in North
America (“Notice”).
JumpTV, under its agreements with its channel partners, has full legal rights to commercially
distribute and rebroadcast the RTV, Ekushey TV and Banglavision channels in North America
over Internet on JumpTV platforms, including its featured platform “TV-Desi”.
The Notice published by SoundView is misleading. JumpTV has demanded a retraction of
SoundView’s statement and intends to protect its rights and the right of its channel partners.
All rights reserved.
About NeuLion
Based in Plainview, NY, Sanford, Florida and Toronto, Ontario, NeuLion (TSX:NLN) works
with content partners to develop end-to-end solutions for multimedia IPTV services. The
NeuLion IPTV Platform encodes, delivers, stores and manages an unlimited range of multimedia content and the Operational Support System (OSS) maintains all billing and customer
support services. Content partners are responsible for content aggregation and the sales and
marketing for the individual IPTV service. The Company ranks as a world leader in customer/partner relationships with sports and international television content partners including,
in sports, the NHL, the NFL, NCAA Division I schools and conferences and, in respect to
international television aggregators and networks, KyLinTV (Chinese), ABS-CBN (Filipino),
Talfazat (Arabic), TV-Desi (South Asian) and faith-based partner Sky Angel (Christian).
Customer/partner content can be viewed by way of Internet on PCs and on the television
through the Company’s IPTV set-top-box.
Forward-Looking Statement
Certain statements herein are forward-looking statements and represent NeuLion's current
intentions in respect of future activities. These statements, in addressing future events and
conditions, involve inherent risks and uncertainties. Forward-looking statements can by identified by the use of the words "will," "expect," "seek," "anticipate," "believe," "plan," "estimate," "expect," and "intend" and statements that an event or result "may," "will," "can,"
"should," "could," or "might" occur or be achieved and other similar expressions. Forward-

looking statements involve significant risk, uncertainties and assumptions. Many factors
could cause actual results, performance or achievements to differ materially from the results
discussed or implied in the forward-looking statements. These factors should be considered
carefully and readers should not place undue reliance on the forward-looking statements.
Although the forward-looking statements contained in this release are based upon what management believes to be reasonable assumptions, the Company cannot assure readers that actual results will be consistent with these forward-looking statements. These forward-looking
statements are made as of the date of this release and the Company assumes no obligation to
update or revise them to reflect new events or circumstances, except as required by law.
Many factors could cause the actual results, performance or achievements of the Company to
be materially different from any future results, performance or achievements that may be
expressed or implied by such forward-looking statements, including: Mai Wathe integration
of the businesses of NeuLion and NeuLion USA, our continued relationships with our channel partners, general economic and market segment conditions, competitor activity, product
capability and acceptance, rates, technology changes and international risk and currency
exchange. More specific risks include that the merged entity will not be able to realize some
or all of the expected synergies due to incompatibilities in the merging businesses, the inability of management to bring about such synergies or a changing business environment rendering such synergies inadvisable or uneconomical. After integrating the businesses the suite of
service offerings may not perform as expected if shifting demand moves in a direction away
from the expected business model of the merged entity, if competitors are able to take market
share away from the merged entity or if changing technology adversely impacts the merged
businesses. In addition, while the Company expects its content partners and those of NeuLion
USA to continue and expand their relationship with the merged entity, there can be no assurance that such relationships will continue as expected, or at all. More detailed assessment of
the risks that could cause actual results to materially differ from current expectations is contained in the "Risk Factors" section of the Company’s 2008 annual MD&A and AIF filed on
www.sedar.com and Registration Statement on Form 10, as amended, available on
www.sec.gov.
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NABIC 2010 Convention Report

Aliya Karim: This year, the North American Bangladeshi Islamic Community (NABIC)
reached a notable point in its development as it held its 20th Annual Convention. The convention took place on Saturday, June 12 at the Islamic Society of Boston Cultural Center in
Boston, Massachusetts. The convention theme of “Caring and Sharing for the Pleasure of
Allah” reflected NABIC’s mission as a donor organization that runs numerous socio-economic, health, educational, and technological projects in Bangladesh.
Session One began promptly at 9:30 AM, moderated by Dr. Mawdudur Rahman, professor of
accounting at Suffolk University. The session was opened by a recitation of the Holy Qur’an
by Usamah Hussaini Suhrawardy, followed by a welcome from Dr. Nargis Nasrin, Chair of
the NABIC Boston Convention Committee. This session included a talk on “Islam and Social
Kindness” by Imam Shamsi Ali, Director of the Jamaica Muslim Center in Queens, New
York and Imam at the Islamic Cultural Center of New
York in Manhattan. His topic flowed appropriately into
the next presentation by Dr. Abu Bakar Ahmed,
Executive Secretary of NABIC and radiation safety
professional at Oak Ridge National Laboratory in
Tennessee, who elaborated on NABIC’s history and
projects in Bangladesh. Such projects include poverty
alleviation and health projects with the Network for
Universal Services and Rural Advancement, the Safe
Home for Girls, relief projects for Cyclones Sidr and
Aila, sponsorship for Bangladeshi universities who
compete at the Association of Computing Machineries
International Collegiate Programming Contest, and
many others.
Session Two focused on Bangladesh itself in presentations moderated by Dr. Rashed Nizam, President of
NABIC and Chief of Surgery at Moberly Regional
Medical Center in Columbia, Missouri. The first presentation, “Ethics, Islamic Ethics and Development in
Bangladesh: Observations of a Fulbright Scholar,” was
delivered by Dr. Parvez Ahmed, associate professor of
finance at the University of North Florida and past
chairman of the Council of American-Islamic
Relations. He spoke about his experiences as a
Fulbright Scholar to Bangladesh, elaborating on the
ethical pros and cons he witnessed there and the problems he believes must be resolved. Professor Iqbal Quadir, Founder and Director of the
Legatum Center at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, followed up with a presentation on “Correcting Misconceptions About Bangladesh,” speaking on the mass opportunities
Bangladesh has today. Dr. Mohammad Karim, past president of NABIC and Vice President
for Research at Old Dominion University in Norfolk, Virginia, finished the session with his
uplifting talk on “Bangladesh and NABIC: A Reason for Optimism,” which elaborated on
those opportunities and how NABIC can continue to help make a difference.
After a break for lunch and Duhr prayer, a Q&A session took place on “Islam in Our Daily
Life,” moderated by Dr. A. Alim Khandekar, past president of NABIC and thoracic and cardiovascular surgeon at the University of Tennessee (UT) Medical School in Memphis.
Convention attendees were able to ask questions about Islam to Dr. Jamal Badawi, Professor
Emeritus at St. Mary’s University and member of the Islamic Juridical Council of North
America. He answered many questions on Islamic ethics, practices, and understanding.
At about 3:00 PM, two parallel sessions took place. One was on American Muslim issues,
moderated by Dr. Mahbubur Rahman, Editor of “The Message.” This session included a presentation on “A Spiritual Approach to Muslims Contributing in America” by Bilal Kaleem,

President of the Boston chapter of the Muslim American Society (MAS), and a presentation
on “American Muslims: Sharing the Beauty of the Land and Empowering the Future
Generation” by Imam Talal Eid, Executive Director of the Islamic Institute of Boston. Both
speakers expanded on the spiritual development of the Muslim community in America and
how it can delve into the larger American population. The second parallel session focused on
American Muslim youth, moderated by Samina Hossain, a 2010 Tufts University graduate.
Dr. Mohammad Karim spoke again, this time on “Islam’s Inroad to Bangladesh,” a history of
Islam’s development and progression in Bangladesh. Hossam AlJabri, Executive Director of
MAS, spoke on “Islam in America,” its development and growth within the next generation
of American Muslims. Dr. Eman Atef, associate professor at the Massachusetts College of
Pharmacy and Health Sciences, ended the session with a presentation on “Building a Strong
Community,” explaining the ethics and
lifestyle the American Muslim youth
should strive toward.
After a break for ‘Asr prayer, the convention held a NABIC General Body
Meeting, in which attendees and members could discuss present challenges and
ideas. Parallel to this meeting, the youth
program continued with a friendly match
between two teams in a Jeopardy game
on Islam, ethics, and Bangladesh.
At 6:30 PM, NABIC held its annual convention banquet, moderated by Dr.
Muhammad Zaman, Vice President of
NABIC and Chief of the Pulmonary
Critical Care and Sleep Medicine
Veterans Administration Center and UT
Medical School. Dr. Ingrid Mattson,
President of the Islamic Society of North
America, and Dr. Jamal Badawi both
spoke on building a strong American
Muslim community and giving back to
our brothers and sisters in need. A beautiful short film documenting some of
NABIC’s main projects followed, put
together by Kamau Bilal. Drs.
Khandekar, Karim, Ahmed, and Nizam joined Dr. Zaman at the podium to speak on behalf of
these projects. NABIC raised about $110,000 in cash and pledges for its projects during the
banquet. The fundraising event ended successfully with Maghrib prayer and dinner.
This year’s annual convention was put together through months of advance work and planning by the NABIC Board of Directors and the Boston Convention Committee. The Board of
Directors includes Musaddeque Ahmad, Abu Bakar Ahmed, Kamrul Ahsan, A. Alim
Khandekar, Taslima Rashid, Mohammad A. Karim, Rashed Nizam, A. H. M. Sadrul Ula, and
Muhammad K. Zaman. The Boston Convention Committee included Mir Firoz Ahmad,
Wayez Ahmad, Abu Bakar Ahmed, Kamrul Ahsan, Mohammad Enayetullah, Mohamed
Habibullah, Sayeda Haq, Jinnat Hossain, Samina Hossain, Lutfi Karim, Mohammad Karim,
Syed Margoob, Nargis Nasrin, Rashed Nizam, and Syed Nuruzzaman.
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Aliya Karim is a sophomore at the George Washington University, majoring in Journalism &
Mass Communication.

